A Monte Carlo study of the electrical double layer of a shape-asymmetric electrolyte around a spherical colloid.
In this paper, we present a Monte Carlo simulation study on the structure of the electrical double layer around a spherical colloid surrounded by a binary electrolyte composed of spherical and non-spherical ions. Results are provided for the radial distribution functions between the colloid and ions, the orientation correlations between the colloid and non-spherical particles, and the integrated charge. Work is reported mainly for non-spherical particles modeled as spherocylinders, although a particular comparison is made between spherocylindrical particles and dimers. For the conditions investigated here, spherocylinders and dimers produce essentially the same structural information. Additionally, it is shown that spherocylinders mostly orient tangentially to the colloid at its surface; this preferred orientation disappears for larger distances. We also evidence that, near the colloid, the integrated charge attenuates monotonically when the macroparticle is highly charged, whereas for intermediate and low charged states of the colloid, the integrated charge can display charge reversal, overcharging, or both, with magnitudes that are sensitive to the salt concentration and to the localization of charge inside the spherocylinders.